
Addressing Citywide Issues
● The next Mayor of Boston will lead the city out of the COVID-19 pandemic and

the city’s reckoning with racial violence. How will your administration engage and
support the arts and cultural sector to address your top three priorities as Mayor?

I’m running for mayor of Boston to break cycles of poverty, trauma, and
generational inequity that I experienced growing up here, and to ensure every
Bostonian has the opportunities they need to succeed. Every one and every
industry has a role to play in making Boston equitable for all, and I know our arts
community plays a vital role in bridging our neighborhoods and connecting
residents across demographics. From artists and musicians to museums and
concert halls, Boston is rich with talent and creativity. These individuals and
institutions are an indispensable piece of the city’s lifeblood and have helped
establish Boston as a regional and national hub of creative energy. As one of the
industries hardest hit by COVID-19, they deserve extra resources and support
through the pandemic. But this is about more than protecting current artists and
resources — it is about expanding Boston’s arts and culture community
throughout our neighborhoods and across creative mediums. In 2019, I
organized the first Mattapan Jazz & Unity Festival, bringing Boston’s rich cultural
resources to a neighborhood often overlooked. As Mayor, I will support dedicated
arts and cultural sub-districts in targeted neighborhoods to preserve and enhance
our cultural community. I will prioritize and protect artist and performance spaces
being threatened by displacement, promote the expansion of public art, and
connect our arts and cultural institutions to our public schools, seniors, and
business community.

● Boston’s legacy of racism deeply impacts all residents including artists, creative
workers and cultural organizations. City policies such as event and space
permits, police detail requirements and licensing have been used to discourage
types of creative expression and have impeded Black, Indigenous and Artists of
Color from producing their work, leaving Boston with a diminished arts and
cultural sector. How will your administration address and reform these
discriminatory policies?
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Boston needs to address the generations of systemic racism and inequities it
perpetuates in every facet of our city’s government. As Mayor, I will lead with
intentionality and use a racial equity lens in all City policy, including supporting
our creative workers and cultural institutions.  As Mayor, I will require yearly
anti-racism training for all city departments, Commissions, and Boards. I will also
deploy anti-racism tools for all city departments and Commissions to use in their
day-to-day work and commission a Strategic Plan on Racial Equity in Boston,
specifically reviewing the role of City Hall in both breaking and perpetuating the
cycles of racial inequity within Boston, and launch a Truth and Reconciliation
Commission for the City of Boston. This strategy will inform my administration’s
policies, programs, and allocation of resources and services and serve as a
guidepost on how to lead with intentionality and integrity. This work includes
examining the city’s current arts policies and leading a public planning process
on the reforms the arts community wants to see in their city. I will also spearhead
more opportunities for all Boston artists to be creative in our city and earn a
livable wage in the arts.

Arts and Culture For All
● The Create the Vote 2021 Boston Coalition’s policy platform sets a goal for an

equitable $20 million annual allocation of city support for arts and culture by the
end of your first term. What revenue mechanisms will you identify to reach and
maintain this goal?

The city’s budget is a testament to our values and we need to think creatively on
how we fund our departments, while also investing in vital programs that we
know have the ability to change lives. For example, as Mayor, I will utilize federal
relief funds to help artists who are struggling or experiencing displacement. I
have also pledged to reallocate 10% of the Boston Police Department budget to
programs that address the root causes of violence and trauma, including
programs for our youth and programs that focus on mental health, which often
intersects with our arts sector, as art is one incredible way to bring healing to our
communities. We also can better utilize our PILOT and cultural institutions and
non-profit sector to create funding streams for arts programming in our city.
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● Institutional and systemic inequity permeates funding practices, deeply affecting
historically underinvested and divested communities, including but not limited to
Black, Indigenous, queer, trans, disabled and other people of color. How will you
ensure increased funding for Boston's arts and culture sector aligns with your
equity agenda to mitigate these inequities?

We need to address the institutional and systemic inequities that exist throughout
our city and that includes facing the painful truths while also delivering concrete
and actionable solutions. As Mayor, I will lead by example and ensure the
Mayor’s Office gives out their arts grants with equity in mind - hiring diverse
review panelists and investing in outreach to communities of color to encourage
diverse applicants to apply. I will also partner with local arts organizations who
are on the ground doing the important work of empowering all artists, while also
encouraging the institutions in our City to invest in creating pipelines to the
creative economy for our young people.

Creative space
● Boston’s space and housing crisis affects all sectors, all neighborhoods and all

Bostonians - this includes artists and creative workers who are being displaced
from their homes and creative spaces across the city as well as organizations
who compete for limited spaces and venues. How will your administration
increase sustained affordable space for the creation, presentation and
celebration of arts and culture?

Boston is a cultural destination and home to world-class art institutions and
artists. As a city, we need to invest in our artist’s ability to create and that
includes creating more affordable and accessible spaces and venues throughout
the city. As Mayor, I will challenge the city to think creatively in how we use
city-owned spaces and vacant lots that are underutilized and transform them for
all artists to use and ensure that every artist has the ability to create and support
existing venues.

Workforce attraction and retention
● In addition to lack of affordable and sustainable housing, issues including

childcare, transportation and healthcare access are top concerns for workers
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living in Boston. This includes both full time and gig workers in the arts and
cultural sector. What will be your administration's approach and implementation
plan to retain creative workers who can no longer afford to stay in the city?

To retain and attract talent in every sector, including our creative economy, we
need to ensure every worker has access to affordable housing, reliable and
accessible transit, quality health care, and child care.

Housing is a human right and one of my top priorities, which is why I released my
housing plan, an equity-driven approach to solving the housing crisis that will
engage all stakeholders, optimize the city’s housing assistance programs to
provide immediate relief, take a holistic approach to planning and zoning reform,
tackle homelessness, and create more safe, affordable, and stable housing for all
Bostonians. Too many Boston residents, including those who are in the creative
economy, are overly burdened by housing costs — whether it is renting or
owning a home. Many who would like to buy a home and build a life in Boston
simply cannot afford it, either end up endlessly renting, limiting their ability to
acquire wealth or leaving Boston which limits our city’s competitiveness. I will
address the inequities in housing and our development processes, so that
residents can benefit from the city’s growth.

I will champion universal pre-K in Boston to ensure every child has access to
age-appropriate and culturally responsive programming for children from birth to
five years old. As Mayor, I will spearhead universal pre-K and ensure it’s
accessible for all as a way to give residents the opportunity to earn a decent
wage without sacrificing raising a family in the city. I will start building towards
universal pre-k by bringing together current providers who have been hardest hit
by the pandemic, and provide streamlined, centralized support for core needs
such as PPE, food access, diapers while reaping the benefits of shared staffing
and bulk purchases.

For some residents, Boston is dense and walkable but for others, economic and
social mobility is stymied by an unreliable bus network, aging transit
infrastructure, and poorly designed streets and sidewalks. I experienced this
inequity growing up in Roxbury and the South End, especially with my
complicated commutes to school -- and continue to face a lack of reliable transit
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options living in Mattapan. With an equity-driven approach to transportation, we
can provide efficient, reliable, affordable transportation options to all Bostonians,
and improve health and safety on every street in every neighborhood. As mayor,
I will make key investments to make bus fares free, lead comprehensive and
equitable regional planning and investment, and be the region’s leading voice for
equitable investment and improvements to our MBTA system to ensure that
public transportation is affordable, reliable, and accessible for all Bostonians.

In Boston, the zip code in which you reside largely affects your health and quality
of life. This can be seen with the drastic disparities of life expectancy in this City -
if you’re a Bostonian living in Back Bay your life expectancy is 92 years, while
less than 2 miles away in Roxbury, life expectancy is just 59 years. This is
immoral, and as a city we have the capability to eliminate these disparities. As
Mayor, I will approach every issue with a public health and racial equity lens to
address root causes and center equity in our policy making, including creating
more pathways to economic mobility, expanding access to affordable housing,
good transit, well-maintained greenspace, and a resilient food system, and
immediately implementing our public health and climate justice initiatives. We
know that Bostonians can get outside, exercise, and maintain their well-being
when they have clean air and water, traffic calming measures, safe crosswalks,
and walkable access to parks and pedestrian areas. We also need to hold
agencies accountable and ensure transparency in collecting and tracking data. I
will charge BPHC with rigorously tracking our public health response to these
issues including the disproportionate levels of exposure to lead, airborne
particulates, and other pollution in low-income communities throughout Boston,
report the data regularly, and respond with programs that invest in both
environmental treatment and prevention. We also need to prioritize reproductive
health care and education in our approach to health equity, including access to
abortion; medically accurate, culturally and LGBTQ+ inclusive comprehensive
sex education, and addressing the staggering inequities in maternal and infant
outcomes for communities of color. My campaign has put out 10 detailed and
specific policy planks and the first plans released focused on COVID Recovery
and Public Health because of how critical these responses are to our community.

Develop the Next Generation of Leaders in Boston through Arts and Culture
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● The Boston School Committee recently adopted MassCore, which requires high
school students to have 126 hours of arts credit before graduating. How will you
ensure every Boston public high school graduate meets this benchmark by 2026,
and how will you build on the district’s ongoing commitment to arts education for
every student?

Every student should have access to a quality education, which includes a
continuous and comprehensive arts education. As Mayor, I will ensure our
schools have the resources and talent to provide a quality arts education -
investing in the teachers, supplies, and facilities. We also need to redesign our
high schools and approach to vocational technical education to create many
pathways to opportunities for our students, including in our creative economy.

● The Create the Vote Boston Coalition’s policy platform calls for increased city
support for Creative Youth Development (CYD) including increased funding and
embedding CYD organizations and practitioners in city initiatives, task-forces and
programs that support youth in Boston. How will your administration achieve
these goals?

It is absolutely critical that we invest in young artists, especially our young artists
of color, at every level of our city government. As Mayor, I will ensure that the
Creative Youth Development becomes embedded in the city’s policy and
planning programs, while also creating intentional investments in the city’s
budget to expand this work. I will also push for more funding towards paid
internship and fellowship programs to create more meaningful opportunities for
youth and students in the creative sector.

Mayoral Candidates are welcome to return completed questionnaires at their
earliest convenience to createthevote@mass-creative.org. Completed
questionnaires will be posted on the Create the Vote Boston 2021 webpage and
shared with arts and cultural supporters across the City.
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